A new surface thermodynamic theory is used to show that exaggerated grain growth is driven by reductions in grain boundary and dislocation free energies produced when a larger grain sweeps out a volume element formerly occupied by small grains. Whether the advancing boundary is planar, concave, or convex depends on the relative rates of ledge nucleation and growth, on the growth direction, and on whether growth occurs at screw dislocations.
The usual assumption that sintering and related processes are driven by differences in particle curvature is known to be inappropriate for particles which have anisotropic surface energies. 1 ,2
Co03 and Mg0 4 ,5 particles; for example, develop and maintain faceted shapes in the early stages of sintering. An expression for the driving force for sintering 6 that is consistent with such observations has recent ly been deri ved from a mode 1 for surface thermodynamics that reconciles the kinetics and thermodynamics of intra-particle eQuilibrium. 7 ,8 The purposes of this Communication are to obtain from the new surface thermodynamic model an expression for the driving force for the phenomenon variously called secondary recrystalization or exaggerated, discontinues, or abnormal grain growth and to show that that expression allows growth normal to planar, concave, or convex boundaries, depending on the growth direction and on the rate limiting process.
This conc 1 usion can be contrasted wi th the conc 1 usion from the classical expression for exaggerated grain growth in unworked metals and ceramics, 1 ,9
where ~G is the change in free energy on going across the curved interface, a is the boundary energy, Vm is the molar volume, and r1' and r2 are the principal radii of curvature. This expression predicts that exaggerated growth is always in the direction of the centers of curvature of the segments of the large grain boundary which are defined by the dimensions of adjacent small er grains, (Fig. 1) 
where 0i is the free energy per uni t area of the interface or surface of area Ai' Yi is the free energy per unit length of the i'th line defect, Le., an edge, a ledge, or a dislocation, and hi is the length of the defect. For the conditions now under consideration surfaces are not involved and grain boundary ledge energies can be considered to be components of grain boundary energies. ' .
sites in times shorter than the time required for a ledge to grow the distance between them, the interface will develop the direction of curvature expected from the classic model (Fig. 1) . 
